
Year 5 Suggested Reading List

‘Wolf Brother’ by Michelle Paver

Thousands of years ago, the land is one dark forest. Its people are
hunter-gatherers. They know every tree and herb and how to survive
in a time of enchantment and powerful magic. Until an ambitious and
malevolent force conjures a demon so evil that it can be contained
only in the body of a ferocious bear that will slay everything it sees, a
demon determined to destroy the world. Only one boy can stop it -
12-yr-old Torak, who saw his father murdered by the bear. With his
dying breath, His father tells his son of his burden. He must lead the
bear to the mountain of World Spirit and beg that spirit's help to
overcome it. A terrifying quest in a world of wolves, tree spirits and
Hidden People, a world where trusting a friend means risking your
life.

‘Beetle Boy’ by M. G. Leonard

Darkus can't believe his eyes when a huge insect drops out of the
trouser leg of his horrible new neighbour. It's a giant beetle - and it
seems to want to communicate. But how can a boy be friends
with a beetle? And what does a beetle have to do with the
disappearance of his dad and the arrival of Lucretia Cutter, with
her taste for creepy jewellery?

‘The Boy in the Tower’ by Polly Ho-Yen

Ade loves living at the top of a tower block. From his window, he
feels like he can see the whole world stretching out beneath him.
His mum doesn’t really like looking outside – but it’s going outside
that she hates.
She’s happier sleeping all day inside their tower, where it’s safe.
But one day, other tower blocks on the estate start falling down
around them and strange, menacing plants begin to appear.
Now their tower isn’t safe anymore. Ade and his mum are trapped
and there’s no way out ...

‘Cosmic’ by Frank Cottrell-Boyce
Liam is too big for his boots. And his football strip. And his school
blazer. But being super-sized height-wise has its advantages: he's the
only eleven-year-old to ever ride the G-force-defying Cosmic
rollercoaster – or to be offered the chance to drive a Porsche.



Long-legged Liam makes a giant leap for boy-kind by competing with a group of adults for
the chance to go into space. Is Liam the best boy for the job? Sometimes being big isn't all
about being a grown-up.

‘The Wolf Rider’ by Katherine Rundell

Feodora and her mother live in the snowbound woods of Russia, in a
house full of food and fireplaces. Ten minutes away, in a ruined
chapel, lives a pack of wolves. Feodora's mother is a wolf wilder, and
Feo is a wolf wilder in training. A wolf wilder is the opposite of an
animal tamer: it is a person who teaches tamed animals to fend for
themselves, to fight and to run and to be wary of humans. When the
murderous hostility of the Russian Army threatens her very existence,
Feo is left with no option but to go on the run. What follows is a story
of revolution and adventure, about standing up for the things you love
and fighting back. And, of course, wolves.

‘A Wizard of Earthsea’ by Ursula Le Guin

The first book of Earthsea is a tale of wizards, dragons and
terrifying shadows. The island of Gont is a land famous for wizards.
Of these, some say the greatest - and surely the greatest voyager -
is the man called Sparrowhawk. As a reckless, awkward boy, he
discovered the great power that was in him - with terrifying
consequences. Tempted by pride to try spells beyond his means,
Sparrowhawk lets loose an evil shadow-beast in his land. Only he
can destroy it, and the quest leads him to the farthest corner of
Earthsea.

‘Dragon Rider’ by Cornelia Funke

Firedrake, a brave young dragon, embarks on a magical
journey to find the legendary place where silver dragons can
live in peace forever. Along the way, he discovers
extraordinary new friends and a courage he never knew he
had. But the greatest enemy of all is never far behind - a
heartless monster intent on destroying the last dragons on
earth ..

‘The Dark is Rising’ by Susan Cooper

It’s Christmas-time in the Stanton house: presents, carol singing, good
cheer. But for 11yr-old Will Stanton, something sinister has begun,
inching round his subconscious, shouting silent warnings he can’t
decipher. Then on Midwinter Day, Will wakes up to a different world:
silent, covered in snow and ancient forest, a world of another time. A
world where evil lurks. Because Will is not the ordinary boy he always



thought he was. He is the last of the Old Ones and the power to vanquish the evil magic of
the Dark lies within him.

‘Alex Rider: Book Collection’ by Anthony Horowitz

In the number one bestselling series by Anthony Horowitz,
fourteen-year-old Alex Rider is forcibly recruited into the deadly
world of espionage and sent on his first mission. But the teenage
spy soon finds himself in mortal danger, and in demand again by
MI6. The ever popular Alex Rider series has action, adrenaline and
adventure at every turn.

‘Skulduggery Pleasant Series’ by Derek Landy

Derek Landy's Skulduggery Pleasant books are a treat. Funny,
intelligent and full of adventure, the fast-paced novels star a
wise-cracking skeleton detective and progress towards a dramatic
and emotional climax. This great collection includes all 9 books
from the series in a keepsake slipcase.

‘The Fastest Boy in the World’ by Elizabeth Laird

Eleven- year- old Solomon turns his dreams of becoming an
International runner into reality. Solomon runs everywhere – and always
especially fast to school. He knows he is good and is convinced that he
could join the roster of the great Ethiopian runners but he also knows
that growing up in a small village, he’ll never have the chance to train as
an elite athlete. When Solomon’s grandfather insists that he
accompanies him on a trip to Addis Ababa, everything in his life
changes. Solomon’s story is funny, touching and inspiring.

‘One Dog and his Boy’ by Eva Ibbotson

All Hal has ever wanted is a dog but his parents refuse to
contemplate the idea. A dog would mess up their beautiful house
and disturb their busy routine. When they discover East Pets, they
hire Hal a dog for a weekend thinking that will do the trick. But they
don’t know Hal! Hal takes matters into his own hands. Soon Hal and
all the dogs he has released from Easy Pets are out on the road –
with a price on their head. How Hal makes his escape is both
thrilling and moving as it marks his growth from sadness to great
happiness.



‘Nevertell’ by Katharine Orton

Born in a Soviet prison camp, Lina has never seen the world
outside until the night she escapes with her best friend, Bogdan.
As the pair journey across a snowy wilderness, they are pursued
by a vengeful sorceress and her pack of shadow wolves. The
children will need every ounce of courage - and a whisper of
magic - if they are to survive…

‘The Train to Impossible Places’ by P. G. Bell

When Suzy hears a strange noise in the middle of the night, she
creeps downstairs to find a train roaring through her house. But this
is no ordinary train. This is the magical delivery express for the
Union of Impossible Places. Whisked on board by a troll-boy,
Suzy's world is turned upside down when she's asked to deliver a
cursed package to a fearsome sorceress. And quite suddenly, Suzy
realizes the fate of the Impossible Places is in her hands…

‘Secrets of a Sun King’ by Emma Carroll
When Lilian Kaye finds a parcel on her grandad's doorstep, she is
shocked to see who sent it: a famous Egyptologist, found dead
that very morning, according to every newspaper in England! The
mysterious package holds the key to a story ... about a king whose
tomb archaeologists are desperately hunting for. Lil and her friends
must embark on an incredible journey - to return the package to its
resting place, to protect those they love, and to break the deadly
pharaoh's curse ...

‘Jelly’ by Jo Cotterill

Jelly is the life and soul of the classroom. She's popular and great
at doing impressions. She's also overweight. She's learned to deal
with the put-downs by brushing them off and pretending she finds
it all very funny - while making up poems and writing her private
worries in a notebook. Then Lennon arrives, Mum's new boyfriend.
He's nice. He treats her mum well, buys her flowers, doesn't let her
down. He's the first person to have noticed that Jelly is playing a
part. He reads her poems and tells her they're really good. When a
talent show is announced at school, Lennon persuades Jelly sing
her poem in the contest. But can Jelly find the courage to perform



something so personal - especially when Lennon might not always be there to cheer her on?

‘Max and the Millions’ by Ross Montgomery

Max is used to spending time alone - it's difficult to make friends in
a big, chaotic school when you're deaf. He prefers to give his
attention to the little things in life...like making awesome, detailed
replica models. Then Mr Darrow, the school caretaker and fellow
modeller, goes missing. Max must follow his parting instruction:
'Go to my room. You'll know what to do.' There on the floor he
finds a pile of sand ... and in the sand is Mr Darrow's latest
creation... a tiny boy, no bigger than a raisin, Luke, Prince of the
Blues. And behind the tiny boy...millions of others - a thriving,
bustling, sprawling civilization!

‘How Does a Lighthouse Work? By Roman Belyaev

Join a group of children on a voyage of discovery and discover
fascinating facts about lighthouses and how they work. It
provides a journey through the science and history of
lighthouses around the world. Throughout history, a lighthouse
has been an essential tool for sailors to navigate safely in order to
protect all sailors from the dangerous coastlines and rocky
outcrops out to sea that are found all over the world. Modern
technology may have changed the way that lighthouses work
but their USP remains the same: to deliver a light as far as
possible to forewarn sailors of potential dangers. A terrific book
for inquisitive children and the combination of stunning

illustrations and interesting text makes this a worthwhile read.

‘Hilary McKay’s Fairy Tales’ by Hilary McKay

This is an absolutely stunning book.  Not only is it an absolute
treat visually but it's also a feast for the imagination for lovers
of fairy tales and the ever elusive happy ever after. Hilary has
brought her own unique touch to well known and loved
fairy-tales. Fairy-tales that we know so well and yet with her
refreshing, imaginative touch have been made new for us.
The ten retellings including Rapunzel, Cinderella, Red Riding
Hood , The Princess and the Pea, Rumpelstiltskin, The Pied
Piper of Hamelin, The Swan Brothers. Hansel and Gretel,
amongst others.

‘Aubrey and the Terrible Ladybirds’ by Horatio Clare



A sequel to the award winning Aubrey and the Terrible Yoot, Horatio Clare tells an entertaining
new story about his hero Aubery, who this time wants to get away from his parents’ fighting –
and gets involved in trying to save the world while he is about it. Aubery’s special gift is that
he can talk to animals and understand everything that they say so, when a spider invites him
to help her save the world, he sets off on an amazing adventure across time and space. From
the animals, Aubrey learns much about relationships the vagaries of and about how everyone
must share if the world is to be a better place.

‘Sputnik’s Guide to Life on Earth’ by Frank Cottrell-Boyce

With all the invention, originality and insight that is typical of his
writing for children, Frank Cottrell Boyce takes the sad story of
Laika, the first living creature to orbit Earth, and uses it as
inspiration for a story about the importance of home. Prez is
living with a temporary foster family when he opens the door to
Sputnik. Prez sees an alien – in a kilt – everyone else sees a dog.
Over the course of the summer, Prez and Sputnik have amazing
adventures and break a lot of laws, including some of the laws of
physics, but in the process they save the world, and reunite Prez
with his grandfather. As wild as a cartoon strip, this wonderful
story pinpoints all the best things about life on Earth.

‘Odd and the Frost Giants’ by Neil Gaiman

Prize-winning Neil Gaiman tells a witty and touching story about
gods and magic in Viking times. Having run away from home,
Odd finds shelter in a little hut in the forest. Here, he meets a
bear, a fox and an eagle all of whom seems determined to
befriend him. Soon, Odd discovers these are no ordinary animals
and that they badly need his help to save the City of Asgard
from the Frost Giants who have invaded it. With his cheerful
temperament and quick thinking, Odd is just the kind of
imaginative hero they need and a wonderful battle for power
unfolds.

‘Harry Miller’s Run’ by David Almond

Award-winning David Almond tells a lively story which captures
the exuberance of a trio of lads and one girl who set off one hot
summer morning to run from their homes in Newcastle to South
Shields. There’s no training, no special kit, no crowds – just the
gang enjoying the freedom to run and the kindness of many who



keep them fed and watered along the way. And it’s a distance of 13 miles so exactly half a
marathon. Old Harry, now walking with a frame and on his way to a care home, tells young
Liam, a boy in the present who has just got a place in the junior Great North Run, all about the
trip and the magic of it.

‘The Story of the Blue Planet’ by Andri Snaer Magnason

The Story of the Blue Planet is a critically acclaimed global hit
being published in the UK for the first time. It's the story of two
children who live on a planet inhabited only by children who
never grow old but in other ways it's a world not unlike our
own.  There's a powerful underlying message about caring for
our environment whilst at the same time telling a wonderfully
entertaining story that is combined with bright, magical
illustrations.

‘Fungus the Bogeyman’ by Raymond Briggs

This is a book that is enduringly funny, wonderfully poignant
and at times quite rude. Beautifully described through stunning
illustrations and hand-written text is the story of the bogey
men – and in particular Fungus - who live underground and
whose day starts as we all go to bed, It’s a story that will live
long in the memory of all those who read it, or indeed dip into
from time to time.

‘Little Bits of Sky’ by S. E. Durrant

This moving story of looked-after children describes the
difficulties they face, but is nonetheless uplifting. Ira and her
little brother Zac live in Skilly House, what Tracy Beaker would
call a dumping ground. There are things they like about it
including the staff, kindly Hortense and Silas who was in care
himself, though not stern Mrs Clark. They love the garden’s
huge tree. Carved into the trunk is a name, Glenda Hyacinth,
1947. Ira decides Glenda must be a ghost and imagines she
sees her playing in the garden. Holiday visits to a lady in the
country lead to a permanent home, but Ira is sad to leave Skilly
House, especially as she’s learned something surprising about

Glenda.

‘Listen to the Moon’ by Michael Morpurgo



May, 1915. Alfie and his fisherman father find a girl on an uninhabited island in the Scillies –
injured, thirsty, lost…and with absolutely no memory of who she is, or how she came to be
there. She can say only one word: Lucy. Where has she come from? Is she a mermaid, the
victim of a German U-boat, or even – as some islanders suggest –a German spy? Only one
thing is for sure: she loves music and moonlight, and it is when she listens to the gramophone
that the glimmers of the girl she once was begin to appear. WW1 is raging, suspicion and fear
are growing, and Alfie and Lucy are ever more under threat. But as we begin to see the story
of Merry, a girl boarding a great ship for a perilous journey across the ocean, another melody
enters the great symphony – and the music begins to resolve…

‘Nevermoor: The Trials of Morrigan Crow’ by Jessica Townsend

Morrigan Crow is cursed, destined to die on her eleventh
birthday. But, as the clock strikes midnight, she's whisked away
by a remarkable man called Jupiter North and taken to the
secret city of Nevermoor.
There she's invited to join the Wundrous Society. Mystery,
magic and protection are hers - if only she can pass four
impossible trials, using an exceptional talent. Which she
doesn't have...

‘Shadows of Winterspell’ by Amy Wilson

Sparkling with frost and magic, Shadows of Winterspell will
sweep you up in a world of friendship and magic, to uncover
family secrets and find out who you really are. Stella has been
living behind the magic of the forest for most of her life. Lonely,
she enrolls at the local school, and as she begins to make
friends, she discovers that she is even more different than she
thought. But as autumn turns to magical winter, Stella realizes
that uncovering her own family secret is the only way to
release the forest from the grip of a dark and old magic.

‘The Secret Lake’ by Karen Inglis

When Stella and her younger brother, Tom, move to their new
London home, they become mystified by the disappearances of
Harry, their elderly neighbour’s small dog. Where does he go?
And why does he keep reappearing wet-through? Their quest to
solve the riddle over the summer holidays leads to a boat buried
under a grassy mound, and a tunnel that takes them to a secret
lake. Who is the boy rowing towards them who looks so
terrified? And whose are those children’s voices carried on the
wind from beyond the woods? Stella and Tom soon discover
that they have travelled back in time to their home and its
gardens almost 100 years earlier. Here they make both friends



and enemies, and uncover startling connections between the past and present.

‘The Apollo Time Capsule’ by David MacPhail

July 1969: Clare tucks a letter into the time capsule being buried at her school in honour
of the Apollo 11 Moon landings. A letter containing information about space exploration
which nobody could possibly know ...
July 2019: Space-geek Ryan is given a letter from the same time capsule. A letter written
by someone called Clare, who seems to have been able to predict the future ... Could
time travel really be possible?

‘The Longest Night of Charlie Noon’ by Christopher
Edge

"If you go into the woods, Old Crony will get you."

Secrets, spies or maybe even a monster... What lies in the
heart of the wood? Charlie, Dizzy and Johnny are determined
to discover the truth, but when night falls without warning
they find themselves trapped in a nightmare. Lost in the
woods, strange dangers and impossible puzzles lurk in the
shadows. As time plays tricks, can Charlie solve this mystery
and find a way out of the woods? But what if this night never
ends...?

‘The Girl Who Speaks Bear’ by Sophie Anderson

Found abandoned in a bear cave as a baby, Yanka has always
wondered about where she is from. She tries to ignore the
strange whispers and looks from the villagers, wishing she was
as strong on the inside as she is on the outside. But, when she
has to flee her house, looking for answers about who she really
is, a journey far beyond one that she ever imagined begins:
from icy rivers to smouldering mountains meeting an
ever-growing herd of extraordinary friends along the way.

‘Wild Spark’ by Vashti Hardy



A year after the death of her older brother, Prue Haywood's family is still shattered by grief.
But everything changes when a stranger arrives at the farm. A new, incredible technology
has been discovered in the city of Medlock, where a secretive guild of inventors have
developed a way to capture spirits of the dead in animal-like machines, bringing them back
to life. Prue knows that the "Ghost Guild" might hold the key to bringing her brother back, so
she seizes the stranger's offer to join as an apprentice. But to find her brother, she needs to
find a way to get the ghost machines to remember the people they used to be.

‘The Boy Who Flew’ by Fleur Hitchcock

Athan Wilde dreams of flight. When his friend, Mr Chen, is
murdered, Athan must rescue the flying machine they were
building together and stop it falling into the wrong hands.
But keeping the machine safe puts his family in terrible
danger. What will Athan choose - flight or family?

‘The Pearl In the Ice’ by Cathryn Constable

Marina's father, a naval captain, has been away for most of
her life - certainly since her mother died - and yet Marina
feels the pull of an ocean she's never known. When sent to
boarding school to learn to be a lady, Marina decides
instead to stow away on her father's ship. A perilous voyage
awaits - but where are they sailing to and why, and what has
it to do with the dark shape in the deep that seems to be
following them?

‘The House with the Chicken Legs’ by Sophie
Anderson

Marinka dreams of a normal life, where her house stays in
one place long enough for her to make friends. But her
house has chicken legs and moves on without warning. For
Marinka's grandmother is Baba Yaga, who guides spirits



between this world and the next. Marinka longs to change her destiny and sets out to
break free from her grandmother's footsteps, but her house has other ideas…

‘Boy Under Water’ by Adam Baron

Cymbeline Igloo (yes, really!) has NEVER been swimming.
Not ever. Not once. But how hard can it be? He’s Googled
front crawl and he’s found his dad’s old pair of trunks. He’s
totally ready. What he’s not ready for is the accident at the
pool – or how it leads his mum to a sudden breakdown.
Now, with the help of friends old and new, Cymbeline must
solve the mystery of why his mum never took him near
water – and it will turn his whole life upside down…

‘The Land of Roar’ by Jenny McLachlan

Believing is just the beginning . . .

When Arthur and Rose were little, they were heroes in the
Land of Roar, an imaginary world that they found by
climbing through the folding bed in their grandad’s attic.
Roar was filled with things they loved – dragons, mermaids,
ninja wizards and adventure – as well as things that scared
them (including a very creepy scarecrow. . .) Now the twins
are eleven, Roar is just a memory. But when they help
Grandad clean out the attic, Arthur is horrified as Grandad is
pulled into the folding bed and vanishes. Is he playing a
joke? Or is Roar . . . real?

‘Malamander’ by Thomas Taylor

Herbert Lemon, Lost-and-Founder at the Grand Nautilus
Hotel, knows that returning lost things to their rightful
owners is not easy - especially when the lost thing is not a
thing at all, but a girl. No one knows what happened to
Violet Parma's parents twelve years ago, and when she
engages Herbie to help her find them, the pair discover that
their disappearance might have something to do with the



legendary sea-monster, the Malamander. Eerie-on-Sea has always been a mysteriously
chilling place, where strange stories seem to wash up. And it just got stranger…

‘Rumble Star’ by Abi Elphinstone

11yr-old Casper Tock hates risks, is allergic to adventures and
shudders at the thought of unpredictable events. So it comes as a
nasty shock to him when he accidentally stumbles into
Rumblestar, an Unmapped Kingdom full of magical beasts. All
Casper wants is to find a way home, but Rumblestar is in trouble.
An evil harpy is sending her followers into the kingdom to wreak
havoc and pave the way for her to steal the magic for herself. But
Casper cannot turn a blind eye because the future of his own
world is bound up with that of the Unmapped Kingdoms. Together
with Utterly Thankless, a girl who hates rules and is allergic to
behaving, and her miniature dragon, Arlo, Casper embarks upon
an adventure full of cloud giants, storm ogres and drizzle hags.
Can he, Utterly and Arlo, the unlikeliest of heroes, save the
Unmapped Kingdoms and our world from the clutches of Morg
and her Midnights?

‘Check Mates’ by Stewart Foster

Some people think that I’m a problem child, that I’m lazy and
never pay attention in lessons. But the thing is, I’m not a problem
child at all. I’m just a child with a problem.
Felix is struggling at school. His ADHD makes it hard for him to
concentrate and his grades are slipping. Everyone keeps telling
him to try harder, but no one seems to understand just how
hard he finds it. When Mum suggests Felix spends time with his
grandfather, Felix can’t think of anything worse. Granddad hasn’t
been the same since Grandma died. Plus he’s always trying to
teach Felix boring chess. But sometimes the best lessons come
in the most unexpected of places, and Granddad soon shows
Felix that there’s everything to play for.

‘The Midnight Hour’ by Benjamin Read

Emily's parents have vanished into the secret world of the
Midnight Hour - a Victorian London frozen in time - home to
magic and monsters. Emily must find them in the city of the
Night Folk, armed only with a packed lunch, a stowaway
hedgehog and her infamously big mouth.
With bloodthirsty creatures on her tail, Emily has to discover
the truth to rescue her parents. What family secret connects
her to the Midnight Hour? And can she save both worlds
before she runs out of sandwiches?



‘The House of Light’ by Julia Green

Bonnie is scavenging on a beach when she finds a battered old
row boat. And under the boat, a bare-footed boy-cold, hungry,
and in need of help. The authorities have already been
troubling Bonnie and Granda for breaking rules, but how can
she leave this boy when he has no-one? Bonnie does her best
to keep the boy hidden from the border guards, but as their
suspicions grow, she wonders if it's time to escape the life she's
always known. Under cover of darkness they set sail to the
'house of light' in search of a new beginning, and a sense of
hope.

‘To the Edge of the World’ by Julia Green

Imagine a tiny island far out in the Atlantic Ocean off the west
coast of Scotland. On some days, you can hardly see where
the sea ends and the land begins, everything merged in a
blue-grey mist of sea spray and wind-blown sand. There is
nothing between here and America. I say nothing, but what I
mean, of course, is nothing but ocean. And about sixty-five
kilometres out to sea, one last remote outcrop of islands and
sea stacks, with the highest sea cliffs anywhere in the UK-St
Kilda. Distant, desolate, and difficult to reach. The islands at the
edge of the world ...

‘The Unexpected Find’ by Toby Ibbotson

When the hurricane finally came, it came quite suddenly to the town
where Simon lived. A few gusts of wind pushed leaves around on the
pavements, and some big drops of rain pitter-pattered on the roofs
of parked cars and bus shelters. But then there was a stillness. It
was so still that it seemed odd - as though the wind was taking a
great big deep breath. And then...It began. On the night of a terrible
storm when Simon discovers a mysterious object that has lay
hidden beneath a centuries-old tree, he instantly knows that it's
special. But that's not the half of it - because that doesn't even
factor in how Simon met Judy, the search for Judy's missing
father, the journey to Sweden, the crash, the fight, everyone they
meet along the way, and the fact that, somehow, Simon's



unexpected find turns out to be useful in the most truly
unexpected way.

‘Operation Gadgetman!’ by Malorie Blackman

Beans calls her dad 'Gadgetman' because of the weird and
wonderful gadgets he comes up with - everything from
exploding biscuits to Spy Kits. But when Gadgetman
accidentally invents a device that could be used to steal
millions of pounds, the wrong people find out and
Gadgetman is kidnapped!With the help of her friends - and
her special Gadgetman Spy Kit - Beans is determined to
track down the kidnappers and rescue her dad. But can she

find Gadgetman before he is forced to hand over the details of his invention...?

‘The Afterwards’ by A. F. Harold

Fact: Ember and Ness are best friends. There's nothing more to
say about it. It is what it is. It is what will always be. Ember and
Ness. Then Ness dies. It is sudden and unexpected and leaves
Ember completely empty. How can this be? When Ember finds
a way into the Afterworld, she determines to bring Ness back.
Because that's what friends do isn't it? They rescue each other.
They help. They never give up. Ember and Ness. That don't
change. A powerful, poignant, darkly comic and deeply moving
story about friendship at its most extraordinary.

‘The Switching Hour’ by Damaris Young

A bewitchingly beautiful, spine-chilling story of courage,
friendship and fears that come alive after dark...
Never stay out after the Switching Hour… never let the outside
in… Amaya lives with her grandmother, her small brother
Kaleb and her pet goat in a land suffering a terrible drought.
Every night, the doors must be locked after twilight, the
Switching Hour, because the drought has awoken Badeko, a
creature that snatches people away to eat their dreams.
Three days later, the memory that they existed is gone from
those that knew them, and those that are left are afflicted
with The Sorrow Sickness - a grief which consumes a
person without them knowing why. When Kaleb is taken by
Badeko, Amaya must journey into the terrifying forest to find
her brother before she forgets him.



‘The Monster Who Wasn’t’ by T.C. Shelley

It is a well-known fact that fairies are born from a baby's first laugh. What is not as well
documented is how monsters come into being. This is the story of a creature who is both
strange and unique. When he hatches down in the vast underground lair where monsters
dwell, he looks just like a human boy - much to the disgust of everyone watching. Even
the grumpy gargoyles who adopt him and nickname him 'Imp' only want him to steal
chocolate for them from the nearby shops. He's a child with feet in both worlds, and he
doesn't know where he fits. But little does Imp realise that Thunderguts, king of the
ogres, has a great and dangerous destiny in mind for him, and he'll stop at nothing to see
it come to pass.

‘Some Places More Than Others’ by Renée Watson

'Some of the places I am still getting to know, some of these places I
have known all my life. All of these places made me, are making me.'
All Amara wants for her birthday is to visit her father's family in New
York City - Harlem. She can't wait to finally meet her Grandpa Earl
and cousins in person, and to stay in the brownstone where her
father grew up. Maybe this will help her understand her family -
and herself - in a new way. But New York City is not exactly what
Amara thought it would be. It's noisy, crowded, confusing, and her
cousins can be mean. Plus her father is too busy working to spend
time with her and too angry to fix his relationship with Grandpa Earl.
Amara can't help wondering, even if she does discover more about
where she came from, will it help her know where she belongs?

‘The Remarkable Journey of Coyote Sunrise’ by Dan
Gemeinhart

Five years. That's how long twelve-year-old Coyote and her dad,
River, have lived on the road in an old school bus, criss-crossing the
nation. It's also how long ago Coyote lost her mum and two sisters.
Coyote hasn't been home in all that time, but when she learns that
the park in her old neighborhood is being demolished - the very
same park where she, her mum, and her sisters buried a treasured
memory box - she devises an elaborate plan to get her dad to drive
3,600 miles back to Washington state . . . without him realising it. On
the way, they'll pick up an eclectic group of folks. Lester has a lady
love to meet. Salvador and his mom are looking to start over. Val
needs a safe place to be herself. Coyote will learn that going home
can sometimes be the hardest journey of all, but that with friends,
she just might be able to turn her `once upon a time' into a `happily
ever after.'

‘The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips’ by Michael
Morpurgo

A heart-warming tale of courage & warmth, set against the backdrop of
WW2, about an abandoned village, a lifelong friendship and one
adventurous cat!



"Something's up. Something big too, very big. At school, in the village, whoever you meet, it's all
anyone talks about. It's like a sudden curse has come down on us all. It makes me wonder if we'll ever
see the sun again."
It's 1943 and Lily Tregenze lives on a farm, in the idyllic seaside village of Slapton. Apart from her father
being away and the 'townie' evacuees at school, her life is scarcely touched by the war. Until one day,
Lily and her family, along with 3000 villagers, are told to move out of their homes – lock, stock and
barrel. Soon, the whole area is out of bounds as the Allied forces practise their landings for D-day,
preparing to invade France. But Tips, Lily's cat, has other ideas –barbed wire and keep-out signs mean
nothing to her, nor does the danger of guns and bombs. Frantic to find her, Lily makes friends with two
young soldiers, who promise to help her. But will she ever see her cat again? Lily decides to cross the
wire into the danger zone to look for Tips herself…Now, many years later, as Michael is reading his
Grandma Lily's diary, he learns about The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips – and wonders how one
adventurous cat could still affect their lives 60 years later.


